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Way-finding

In the signage and graphics industry, Way-finding is a term that reflects the
means and methods of directing an individual to his or her destination. The
most effective Way-finding systems incorporate a variety of signage that
works together to provide the easiest and most direct route.
There are key elements that determine the success of the Way-finding process.
If you’re implementing a new Way-finding system or updating an existing system,
the right professionals can help you consider every angle such as efficient
placement, visibility and ease of interpretation. You’ll find these professionals
at Signs Now — your single source for signage and graphics that help with all
your graphic communications needs.
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Types of Way-finding
Monument Signs
Aesthetically pleasing yet affordable, monument signs
come in a wide range of customized and prefabricated
styles that weather the elements and conform to the most
demanding building code requirements for durability and
wind load capacities.

Post and Panel Signage
The perfect professional solution for exterior
site identification and directional pathways,
post and panel signage includes options with
interchangeable components that allow the
sign to expand or contract as needed. Made
from non-corrosive aluminum extrusions,
post and panel signage lasts for years.

Directories
Finding a building is usually just the beginning. Once inside,
people often need assistance finding their way in and around
the premises. Easy-to-read directional signage is the solution
for alleviating frustration and increasing internal efficiency.

ADA Signage
The Americans with Disabilities Act* of
1991, (ADA) and the ADA Amendments
Act of 2008 both ensure equal
opportunities for disabled persons. Public
accommodations are a key aspect of
these laws, requiring businesses to provide
specialized signage, including Braille. Signs
Now can meet all your ADA signage needs.

*Signs Now does not and cannot provide legal
interpretation of the Americans with Disabilities Act,
nor make any representation regarding compliance
issues. We advise all clients to seek independent legal
counsel on these matters.
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Location, Location, Location

Location matters in way-finding,
and the possibilities are limitless.
Signs Now professionals, with
their proven, consultative
approach to providing a
customized assessment plan, can
help you focus on what works
best for your projects. Possibilities
include, but are not limited to:

Exterior Signage
• Highway signs
• Site identification
• Parking lot or ramp identification
• Handicapped and visitor parking
• Entrance and exit signs
• Wheelchair accessible entrance
locations
• Traffic signs
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Interior Signage
• Directories
• Room/suite identification
• Public restrooms
• Emergency exit signs
• Evacuation route maps
• Wheelchair accessible exits
• Elevator identification
• Assistive listening systems

Ease of Use in Way-finding

Way-finding systems are made to “show the
way,” so it’s crucial that they be easy to view,
read and locate. By researching each individual
assignment, the professional designers at Signs
Now are able to determine the correct and mosteffective elements that will work for your entire
project. Some of the design elements that can
convey useful information while also maintaining
consistency include:

• Unified typefaces and colors
• Consistent placement and sizing of graphics
• Wording
• A logical information hierarchy
• Use of standard pictograms, symbols and arrows
• Typography
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ADA Way-finding

While the Americans with Disabilities Act* (ADA) provides specific
regulations in the areas of employment, public accommodations,
state and local government services, and telecommunications, the
professionals at Signs Now understand that effective way-finding
systems must be functional for all individuals. Even within ADA
signage, the extent of disabilities vary, so it is critical to consider
systems that accommodate as many people as reasonably possible,
while remaining compliant with all rules and regulations.

Common areas affected by ADA
requirements include:
• Existing facilities
• Renovations
• New construction
• Public accommodations
• Commercial facilities
*Signs Now does not and cannot provide legal interpretation of the

During the consultation and research phases of developing
customized way-finding systems, we consider solutions for
individuals with mobile impairments, hearing impairments and
visual impairments as well as those without impairment.
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Americans with Disabilities Act, nor make any representation regarding
compliance issues. We advise all clients to seek independent legal
counsel on these matters.

Can Way-finding Signage Meet the Unique Needs of My Industry?

While some industries, such as healthcare and education, have an
increased need for way-finding signage due to the large size of
their facilities, pretty much every industry will utilize way-finding
signage of some sort, even if the needs are small (restroom or
ADA identification). Signs Now has experience assisting many
different industries with way-finding systems large or small:
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• Medical and healthcare facilities
• Educational institutions
• Property and apartment management
• Commercial real estate
• Manufacturing
• Warehousing and distribution
• Retail establishments
• And more

Medical & Healthcare

The needs of healthcare
locations are vast and complex.
Additionally, way-finding
systems in this industry require
compliance with national and
state regulations. To help simplify
your projects, we partner with
the necessary architects and
officials to provide professional
solutions that entail everything
from project management and
conception to production and
final installation.

Exterior Signage and Graphics
Designed for name and brand
recognition in addition to being a
way-finding tool, options include:
• Roadside monument signs –
main identification
• Building identification
• Pedestrian and vehicle direction
• Parking signage
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Interior Signage and Graphics
Interior healthcare signage systems
should bring cohesiveness to the
building’s architecture. Great wayfinding options include:
• Room identification
• Department identification
•W
 all and overhead
directional signs
• Facility directories
• Dimensional letters
•E
 levator and stairwell
identification

Education

Whether in place at a university
or local high school, effective
educational way-finding systems
will assist students, visitors and
staff with day-to-day comings
and goings of campus life. Your
investment in these systems not
only increases campus-wide
awareness, it also enhances the
professionalism of your institution.
From client consultation to final
approval and installation, Signs
Now follows a personalized
procedure for providing the best
solution to meet your needs.

Exterior Signage and Graphics
Students and visitors need
assistance the moment they arrive
on school grounds. Utilizing the
right combination of design and
accessibility leads to a positive first
impression and there are many
options to consider:
• Roadside monument signs –
main identification
• Building identification
• Entrances and exits
• Pedestrian and vehicle direction
• Parking signage, including specific
restricted areas
• Bus parking and/or drop-off areas
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Interior Signage and Graphics
The size of your facility will largely
determine the scope and scale of
your project. There are so many
options available to meet your
every need:
• Main directory at major entrances
• Campus maps
• Secondary directions and mini
directories in various buildings
• Overheads for major facilities
• Room identification

We’re Your Single Source for Professional Signage
and Graphics
Here’s just some of what drives the Signs Now Advantage:
The Right Solution

Local Service, Global Connections

The sign and graphics marketplace offers a vast
array of products to help you get attention and
make a lasting impression. But you’ll never feel
overwhelmed by your choices because our
specialists take a consultative approach
to helping you develop the right solution for
your needs.

We’re committed to providing the personal
attention and professional service you expect
from a local partner. At the same time,
our global network of nearly 200 digitally
integrated Signs Now centers makes us your
local connection to a global network with the
resources to accommodate sign and graphics
projects of any size and scope.

Project Management

Letter-perfect Guarantee

There’s never any hassle when working with
Signs Now. We’re hands-on from inception to
completion of your project. We’ll coordinate
design, manufacturing and installation while
consistently adhering to your timeline.

We stand behind everything we do, so trust
your projects to the leader in professional sign
and graphics solutions.

On-time Performance
Our state-of-the-art equipment and our
production management system ensure that
your projects are ready when you need them.

Your Partner — from Implementation to Installation
The environmental graphic design and way-finding professionals at Signs Now are dedicated
to exceeding client expectations. We do this by following a project methodology that
guarantees results.

The Fact-finding Process
• Project kick-off/on-site survey
• Information-gathering
interviews
• Evaluation of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic flow
• Budget analysis
• Development of your wayfinding and branding strategy
• Creation of timelines/deadlines

The Design/Creation Process
• Design development
• Review of terminology for
consistency
• Review of compliance with
codes/regulations
• Traffic flow analysis
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Implementation and Results
• Project implementation plan
• Permitting and zoning
requirements
• Manufacturing
• Installation
• Project management
through completion

Your single source for professional signage, displays and graphics!
Stand out in a crowded world! It’s easy to get started.
Contact Signs Now today!
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